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of an hour we had barely 50 feet. The engines had had
enough. We were beaten. The umpire held up his
hand. But it is no easy matter to effect a landing from
that height, as when you cut the engines off near your
"ceiling," as one is in conditions like this, the Vernon
falls like a stone. I stuffed the nose down to 80 m.p.h.
and cautiously eased back the engines, ultimately land-
ing with about one-third engine. "Valkyrie" bounced
sulkily and came to rest. The struggle was over.
I had never had an experience like that in all my
nine and a half years' flying. And in that quarter of
an hour I learnt more about flying than in many moons.
I taxied down to the station, Cock having also landed,
and went to sleep for the afternoon. And I could
not help thinking what might have happened if we had
struck the grey mud plain with its little odd desert lilies,
at that speed, making drift, and down wind. "Valkyrie"
would have shivered and fallen in a crumpled heap,
amid the grinning dust devils, genii of the desert.
Ziza to L.G. E. The next morning we pushed on.
I love the white sunrise lighting the hills at Ziza, cool
and pure. And we got off in the eye of that sunrise.
The air was still warm above the ground, and I had to
circle for some time before I could rise over the Jebel
Mugher. Then across to the thin white track, with
the D.H.9a at my heels. Over Kasr Kharana I looked
for my tracks of two months before and saw them.
South of Azrak, across the "Plain of Sorrows," littered
with its million memories, over L.G. D, with the twin
mud flats, the hills to the south set in gaunt array like
a blackened ice-field.
As we passed the outpost wall of the "Land of Con-
jecture," Goldsmith sent me a note to say we had an

